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11 July 2015

Dear fellow accompanists and Guild members,
As I lie rather uncomfortably on the bed, with one leg resting on a cushion, I am reminded of the
vicissitudes of life and unexpected turns of events which can “throw a spanner” in our daily routine
of activities.
In early June, I suffered a nasty home accident when I slipped in the bathroom and did “the splits,”
leaving me in pain with a torn hamstring as a result. This necessitated surgical procedure and
following a couple of days in hospital, I found myself having to wear a leg brace for 6 weeks and
walking around on crutches! Needless to say, this put an immediate stop to my teaching and my
school students missed out on lessons for the last 3 weeks of last term (to their joy and relief, I
imagine!). Accompanying duties and a couple of small concert engagements were also cancelled
and a planned overseas trip during the school holidays was postponed. Hopefully in a few weeks,
I will be fully “repaired” and I look forward to a less demoralising time ahead.
There are some important events coming soon, and I urge members to make a note of them and
show their support. On the 8th August, the Guild is pleased to present its 3rd Master Class for
Young Accompanists at the MTAQ Auditorium. This year we have the expertise of Ms Shelli
Hulcombe, a Voice teacher at the Conservatorium, who will help some young pianists develop their
skills in vocal accompanying. The repertoire will be varied and interesting. Please make a special
effort to come and encourage these young musicians, then stay on for the Annual General
Meeting, which will follow the Master Class. Members are being sent all documents relevant to
this function, and it is most important that we have a good turn-up here also to guarantee a
quorum. All Committee positions will be open, including that of President. Please consider taking
an active part in the running of our association – we definitely need some keen and enthusiastic
people to take the helm of the Guild, and help it continue to develop and progress on its future
path.
The Committee would like to welcome warmly all new accompanists who have joined the Guild
recently, and we hope your association will be beneficial and productive. We look forward to
meeting you soon at our forthcoming events!
In the meantime, Happy Accompanying and all the best to everyone.

Regis Danillon – President
Accompanists’ Guild of Queensland

